Girls will enjoy this exciting well-written story of Cordelia's escape to Seattle to find Squirl, where, quite unexpectedly, Cordelia becomes part of a carnival act - because she learns that her odd appearance can turn a profit. There, the action becomes both hilarious and complex because Cordelia soon discovers - through the carnival grapevine - that there is a reward for her stepmother's capture. Rumor has it that her stepmother Babe has allegedly murdered her first husband. Feeling defensive, Cordelia will not betray who she believes is her innocent stepmother.

Populated with offbeat characters, this book moves rapidly with Cordelia eventually reuniting with her family, but not after enduring much pain and hardship. The book's real power, though, is the vivid description of early frontier life in Seattle.

Joyce Litton  
Athens, Ohio

"Tilara is too black..." are the words overheard during childhood by one African-American young girl, Tilara Hayes. As Tilara moves towards adolescence, she tries to accept herself and her skin, a tone she describes as "the color of a Hershey chocolate bar."

The summer before her first year of high school, Tilara Hayes arrives at her Aunt Cloelle's West Virginia home. This shy, young girl finds herself coerced into volunteering at McKendree, the local retirement home, or as the locals call it, the home for "colored people." There, Tilara makes new friends with some of the teenagers who are spending the summer helping out at McKendree. They call themselves the "MC's," short for the McKendree Crowd.

At first the school is stunned and doesn't know what to make of her. Then she sparks a school-spirit revolution at a football game, and instantly everyone wants to be her friend. But just as suddenly, the school turns on her and shuns her because she doesn't want to play by the rules of normal school life - namely, uniform conformity and spiteful competition.

While working at McKendree, Tilara learns to face the vestiges of racial prejudice and age discrimination. She also recognizes, both directly and indirectly, that loving oneself is the first step towards becoming a real person.

Tracie M. Michalski  
Orlando, Florida

It's A Woman's World edited by Nele Philip  
Women's Poetry
Eggs in One Basket by Kathy Mackel
Harper Collins, 2000, 195 pp., $15.95
Eggs in One Basket , a sequel to Can of Worms, is about the weird things that keep happening to star quarterback Scott Schreiber.

Scott's life has not been the same since his best friend, Mike Pillsbury, made contact with aliens. In fact, during a football game, Scott has hallucinations and develops superhuman powers. Soon, Scott discovers a new talent for flying, which he can't control. Moreover, his flying leads him and his friends to the Lyra, a peaceful but powerful birdlike alien and her eggs.

Adventure soon ensues, as Scott and his friends struggle to protect a prized possession - Lyra's eggs - from the Shards, the cruellest life form in the galaxy. Together, Scott, his girlfriend Stacia, and Mike are joined in their heroic attempts to save the planet from the dangerous race of conquerors by a strange creature named Ditka, a Sirian, who resembles a talking dog.

In the end, this funny, fast-paced fantasy-filled read, perfect for middle schoolers.

Amy Overman
Orlando, Florida

Girl of Kosovo by Alice Mead
Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2000, 128 pp., $16.00

Set in Kosovo during the Albanian-Serb battles of 1999, this realistic novel brings war up close and personal, with its devastating effects on those really unable to comprehend what it's all about - and why.

Eleven-year-old Zana, an Albanian whose best friend is a Serb, experiences graphically portrayed horrors she cannot understand: her father and two brothers are killed in a Serb-inspired explosion, one that shatters her leg; the neighborhood wise man is executed; bodies are burned; bombs explode. It's not an easy read, but it is an accurate one and a good one.

Eleven-year-old Zana, an Albanian whose best friend is a Serb, experiences graphically portrayed horrors she cannot understand: her father and two brothers are killed in a Serb-inspired explosion, one that shatters her leg; the neighborhood wise man is executed; bodies are burned; bombs explode. It's not an easy read, but it is an accurate one and a good one.

Most teenagers think they know all there is to know about rap. Reading this book should show them so much more. The book will be of enormous benefit to engage young people about the innovations in today's music and its handy glossary will help even the most knowledgeable music lover.

Most teenagers think they know all there is to know about rap. Reading this book should show them so much more. The book will be of enormous benefit to engage young people about the innovations in today's music and its handy glossary will help even the most knowledgeable music lover.

Kendra Lary
Merritt Island, Florida

Say You Are My Sister by Laurel Stove Brady
HarperCollins, 2001, 208 pp., $15.95

Georgie, Imony, and baby Keely Faye Keddrington find themselves orphaned in Georgia during the early 1940s. Alone with no one to take care of them, sixteen-year-old Georgie and fourteen-year-old Imony set out to save the family and their land.

When faced with having no food left, Imony dreams of finding the Keddrington family fortune, which was hidden during the Civil War. However, until that time can come, Imony secretly accepts a job doing cooking and housekeeping for one Dr. Fellowes in hopes of saving the family from starvation. It is Dr. Fellowes who becomes the family's salvation by anonymously leaving food for the girls and hiding the Keddrington family fortune for Mony to find. Unexpectedly, though, it is while working at Dr. Fellowes's house that Imony comes across a medical records file that states that Georgie is not a Keddrington, and to make matters worse - half-Negro. When confronted with the news, the girls prove the strength of family ties.

This is a funny, fast-paced fantasy-filled read, perfect for middle schoolers.

Amy Overman
Orlando, Florida

This book should be a must read for anyone who thinks the history of rap begins in the 1970s. In this book, Haskins covers a wide range of time showing that the roots of rap actually began an ocean away in Africa. Haskins chronicles how spirituals sung by slaves influenced the Blues, Ragtime and Jazz, and how the themes prevalent in these musical genres have followed through to rap.

Also discussed in vivid detail is the place of women in rap, and how rap has transcended its roots in urban African-American culture to become a worldwide phenomenon. For young people, you will find information on present day rappers such as Eminem, Tupac Shakur, and Queen Latifah.

Most teenagers think they know all there is to know about rap. Reading this book should show them so much more. The book will be of enormous benefit to engage young people about the innovations in today's music and its handy glossary will help even the most knowledgeable music lover.

This book should be a must read for anyone who thinks the history of rap begins in the 1970s. In this book, Haskins covers a wide range of time showing that the roots of rap actually began an ocean away in Africa. Haskins chronicles how spirituals sung by slaves influenced the Blues, Ragtime and Jazz, and how the themes prevalent in these musical genres have followed through to rap.

Most teenagers think they know all there is to know about rap. Reading this book should show them so much more. The book will be of enormous benefit to engage young people about the innovations in today's music and its handy glossary will help even the most knowledgeable music lover.
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Forgotten Fire by Adam Bagdasarian
DK Publishing, 2000, 273 pp., $17.95
ISBN: 0-789-42668-4

A gripping tale of a criminal investigation and the dark reality that telling a lie may fool others, but there is always one person who knows the truth.

Jennifer Good
Auburn, Alabama

Run If You Dare by Randy Powell
ISBN: 0-374-39981-6

Gardner’s father has spent his whole adult life not knowing what he wants to do, except play golf. Now, at 49, he’s unemployed, unhappy that his life hasn’t turned out the he envisioned it, and thinking of running away to start a new life. This revelation, expressed during an infrequent father-son talk, shocks 14 year-old Gardner, who has idolized his father, especially now that Gardner is trying to establish his own identity.

Alison Boxtick
Winter Park, Florida

The Year of Revolution: Love and Rebellion in the 1960s by Judith Ortiz Cofer
Puffin Books, 2000, 131 pp., $5.99
ISBN: 0-14-13097-1

In this collection of fictional anecdotes, journal writings, and poems, Judith Ortiz Cofer captures the inner psyche of a female teenager growing up in the tumultuous 1960s.

USA Today

Mary Ellen, a Puerto Rican living in New Jersey, is the narrator who recounts the upheavals and joys of adolescence in this insightful book. She speaks of her growing awareness of her own sexuality, early sexual encounters, involvement in political uprisings, awareness of the effect of drugs, and memories of the pain of war and death. Mary Ellen reflects upon her own sexuality, early sexual encounters, involvement in political uprisings, awareness of the effect of drugs, and memories of the pain of war and death. Mary Ellen reflects upon her identity and the realization that she doesn’t have all the answers to life’s questions.

Joan Williams, an African-American teenager growing up in Chicago in the 1960s, appears to have everything going for her. Her parents, both educators, decide to move to Hyde Park to provide her with greater opportunities for the “right” friends and a better education. Joan’s mother tries her best to help Joan become popular, but nothing seems to work. Joan is still a social outcast at school for the simple reason she is brilliant.

Although Joan is bright and inquisitive, she lacks self-confidence, but she eventually develops it through heartfelt conversations with her father, a boyfriend who nearly breaks her heart, and the realization that she doesn’t have all the answers to life’s questions.

Readers who find themselves at this difficult age, and who must make decisions about friendship, dating, and college, will appreciate Joan’s struggle and ultimate conviction to be true one's self.

The Truth Out There by Celis Rees
DK Publishing, 2000, 240 pp., $16.95
ISBN: 0-789-42668-4

As a game, sixteen-year-old Jennifer Thayer reports a crime that never happened, and claims that she is the victim. She pretends that she was attacked by a serial rapist and reports it to the police. She plans the crime to happen while she is out for a jog, falling into blackberry bushes, making sure to get scrapes and scratches from the bushes to make it look as if she were really attacked.

At first, this seems to be a great way to attract the attention she is craving from her family and takes their focus of her alleged attacker. Jennifer is starting to realize that her plan is not perfect, and her one lie is turning into numerous lies. She may have other people convinced so far, but she knows the real truth and it is eating her up inside.

A gripping tale of a criminal investigation and the dark reality that telling a lie may fool others, but there is always one person who knows the truth.

Cassie Champlin
Port Orange, Florida

Run If You Dare is one of the best novels about father-son relationships that you will ever read, I found it more disturbing than entertaining.

While Powell’s humor and Gardner’s relationships with friends Sheepho and Annie lighten this depressing scenario, reading the novel is like watching a TV documentary of a nice family’s internal struggles. As readers, we know the story won’t end happily, because this isn’t a Disney movie, even though we feel Gardner is going to be okay. Although Run If You Dare is one of the best novels about father-son relationships that you will ever read, I found it more disturbing than entertaining.
Staying at his sick grandmother's house was the last thing Joshua wanted to do for his summer vacation. Joshua knew that his mother needed to be there for his grandmother, but it meant a whole summer away from his friends in a boring town where he did not know anyone.

Soon after he arrives, however, Joshua discovers that there is a secret in his family. Adam, the protagonist in "Soccer Shock" (1995) and "Shark Shock" (1995), is a busy middle school kid, and this book can barely keep up with all his misadventures. His math and soccer schedules are in conflict, and he suddenly has to cope when a young girl named Shelley who tries out for the soccer team and proves to be a better player than Adam. On top of that, it seems that Adam is always unintentionally hurting the feelings of Kim, his secret love.

As in previous adventures, Adam seeks advice from a most unusual yet typical middle school source - the freckles on his knees. In order to hear what they have to say, he has to receive a mild electric shock - so he exposes himself foolishly - to the current in an electric fence.

Adam survives, and in the end, he learns that despite everything, the quality of a team is more important than whether it is made up of boys or girls. He also learns to use his love of poetry, especially e.e. cummings, to express himself and his admiration for Shelley and Kim. Indeed, as his soccer coach tells him, Adam is a "real mensch," a "Yiddish slang for "true gentleman."

"Middle School Sports" is a fast-paced adventure that will appeal to most middle school readers. The characters are rich in their everyday goodness. Both Eddy and Eleanor are well-drawn family members and friends help fill out this easy to read, often hilarious short novel of a few days in the life of a middle school boy. English teachers will enjoy using this book in conjunction with a creative writing unit.

Eddy survives, and in the end, he learns that despite everything, the quality of a team is more important than whether it is made up of boys or girls. He also learns to use his love of poetry, especially e.e. cummings, to express himself and his admiration for Shelley and Kim. Indeed, as his soccer coach tells him, Adam is a "real mensch," a "Yiddish slang for "true gentleman."

"Middle School Sports" is a fast-paced adventure that will appeal to most middle school readers. The characters are rich in their everyday goodness. Both Eddy and Eleanor are well-drawn family members and friends help fill out this easy to read, often hilarious short novel of a few days in the life of a middle school boy. English teachers will enjoy using this book in conjunction with a creative writing unit.

Eddy pushes off for Julius Caesar's time, and ends up on a deserted beach after realizing that he has pedaled in the wrong direction, while Eleanor wheels back to 1938 in vain effort to save the life of her ancient movie star, one Derek Alabaster. The two subplots seem to have nothing in common - until Eleanor and Eddy find clues in their respective travels to their life today.

Indeed, while trying to save the life of a famous movie star, Eleanor just happens to pick up a piece of paper from 1938; it turns out to be the missing deed to their house. Relieved, she returns home to her family, rescuing Eddy along the way, and saving the day.

Light and easy reading for middle school students, the characters are rich in their everyday goodness.
At the Vancouver School of the Arts, seventeen-year-old Cassie studies dance. Back in Holden, Victoria's hometown, sixteen-year-old Holden paints alone, all day, in his studio attic. What do these two have in common? Years ago - as children on a field trip to the Victoria Seaquarium - they witnessed a fatal accident when a young woman trainer fell into the killer whale pool and was drowned by the whales. Forever, they are both haunted by images and dreams of this horrific event.

Offering no support, Cassie's psychologist father is too busy with patients to recognize her trauma, while Holden's dad deals with his wife's four-year desertion, her sudden return home, and her newly discovered case of Full-blown AIDS. Holden deals with his pain by turning to painting and drinking, and Cassie turns to Holden for emotional and physical support.

With mutual support, but not without struggle, they are ultimately able to help each other and continue on with their lives. Although this is a busy novel, young adults will relate to the family struggles as well wrestle with the issue of holding whales in captivity.

Kay Haas
Ottawa, Kansas

No More Dead Dogs by Gordon Korman
Hyperion Books, 2000, 180 pp., $15.99

This funny tale begins when a high school football player with the unlikely name of Wallace Wallace is asked by his eighth-grade English teacher to write a book review on Old Shep, My Pal. Humor results when Wallace Wallace, a boy renown for his unbridled honesty, tells his teacher that this is "the most boring book that he has ever read" because he knew that Old Shep, the dog, was going to die before he even read page one. As Wallace Wallace says matter of fact to his teacher, "every book with a dog on its cover always dies."

His teacher, though, takes affront at Wallace Wallace's remarks. His teacher loves the book, and moreover, is directing the school play entitled - that's right - Old Shep, My Pal. The play becomes the source for his teacher's punishment for Wallace Wallace's blunt review, and soon, Wallace finds himself assigned to a part in the production. The teacher hopes to change his student's independent mind, but Wallace Wallace has different plans.

Wallace Wallace begins to ad-lib, and soon this touching story of a boy and his beloved dog becomes a rollicking "roller-blade, rock and roll" rendition of a classic tale of friendship and love. Young teens will enjoy this story of a young boy who could not tell even a tiny lie.

Selenia Rodriguez
Orlando, Florida

Caroline Crow Girl by Valerie Hobbs
ISBN: 0-14-130976-8

Eleven-year-old Carolina Lewis, her mother, Melanie, and her baby sister, Trinity, live in a school bus. The bus is hidden on the Crouch estate, behind a stand of eucalyptus trees near the ocean, not far from Santa Barbara, California. Melanie has driven the bus across the United States. They stop whenever there are opportunities for Melanie to find enough work to pay for food and other necessities. Now, they have taken up residence in a field above the Pacific Ocean.

Carolina meets wheel chair-bound Stefan-Crouch III, whose father owns the field, and is 11 years old, like she is. They fast become buddies. In fact, when Carolina's mother decides to move to Oregon, Caroline chooses to stay behind and live with Stefan and his family. The resulting friendship is made stronger by the fact that Stefan had a sister who died; Carolina has come to replace this much beloved sibling.

Through their friendship, Carolina teaches a hurt family to love again, and models for a wheel chair-bound friend the power of animals to heal the soul. When Stefan's family returns her love, Carolina is able to accept herself as she is and to recognize and value her love for her own family.

MaryAnnelle Baker
Overland Park, Kansas

The World at Her Fingertips: The Story of Helen Keller by Joan Dash
Scholastic Press, 2001, 256 pp., $15.95
ISBN: 0-590-90715-8

The author paints a comprehensive picture of Helen Keller with this fascinating biography. Readers will gain new perspective of the historical, political and cultural climate in which Ms. Keller lived and worked, along with an understanding of her relationships with those close to her.

Besides enjoying the wealth of new information unearthed by the author, young readers may take comfort in the typically familiar vignettes of Ms. Keller's life. Notes from her own autobiography and descriptions of movie scenes form The Miracle Worker are woven throughout the story.

With flowing narrative, the author offers insight into Helen Keller's determination to bridge the gap between two worlds. A couple of awkward moments, with which younger students may need transitioning help, almost disappear as the author skillfully personalizes Helen Keller's inspiring, productive life. Readers will come away with an appreciation of her childhood and of her adult role as a champion of human and civil rights.

Kristen Stenberg
Deland, Florida

The Princess Diaries by Meg Cabot
HarperCollins, 2000, 238 pp., $15.95

The Princess Diaries is the diary of Mia Thermopolis, who is living a confused and hard to believe life. She is the not most popular girl in school, but is in love with the most popular boy.
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The Colors of My World by Lynn Joseph
HarperCollins, 2000, 138 pp., $14.95
ISBN: 0-06-0282320

Poetry/Dominican Republic
This modern legend suggests that, in many ways, our lenses determine how we see the world. I have read few books that address the idea so gently and beautifully.

Anna Rosa is about to turn 13. Born and raised in the Dominican Republic, she now dreams of becoming a writer. Yet Ana knows how unusual this wish is since the only person she knows who write books in her country is the nation’s leader, President Baluaguer. Moreover, Anna’s mother fears for her daughter’s safety if she writes. As her mother says, those brave enough “to hurl words at the government,” have died.

Much to her mother’s dismay, though, Ana does write. Encouraged by her older brother, Guario, Ana begins writing her thoughts on her brother’s notepad, but soon, Ana’s words become deadly. When the government evicts the residents in her town to make room for foreign investors, Ana Rosa writes an article for the local newspaper, quoting her older brother’s anger, and as a result, Guario is brutally shot down.

Sadness ensues, but Ana does not lose her desire to write. Soon, as a gift, Ana receives a typewriter and hundreds of sheets of paper. Enthusiast, she begins typing furiously her brother’s story. Ana’s dream is to let the world know of her brother’s short but heroic life.

With every chapter beginning with a poem, readers of all ages will relate to this moving story of the triumph of the human will.

Run the Blockade by G. Cifion Wilier
Harper Collins, 2000, 122 pp., $15.95

Fourteen-year-old Irish lad Henry Serven finds adventure as a ship’s boy and lookout aboard the Banshee, a British ship that carries goods between The Confederate states and Britain during America’s Civil War.

Henry is lured by the spirit of his father to follow the sea, despite the objections of his mother. But the reality of the poverty that surrounds the Serven’s after the death of her husband forces the widow to leave Ireland, and reluctantly, to allow Henry to follow in his father’s footsteps. With the help of his cousin Robert, Henry finds work in Britain at a shipping company and eventually, he is promoted to ship’s boy aboard the Banshee.

Danger looms ahead, though. An American “Yankee” ship discovers the Banshee as it delivers goods to America’s Confederate army and fires upon the vessel. Seizing into action, young Henry risks his life and limb to save his new found home from ever-present disaster.

Based on actual events, this retelling of a little known Civil War adventure will delight readers who enjoy being aboard the high seas.

I Believe in Water: Twelve Brushes with Religion Edited by Marilyn Singer
Harper Collins, 2000, 280 pp., $15.95

ISBN: 0-06-028397-1

If you have deep faith, or did and lost it, or never experienced the meaning of faith, there is at least one story in this short story collection that mirrors your personal experience. Each story revolves around a different religion, making it an excellent choice for a course exploring various religions of the world. The varied impact religion has in different cultures is explored as well as its significant relevance to the particulars of each story.

For example, author Virginia Euwer Wolff shows us three different girls confronting unwanted pregnancies, praying in the context of Christianity, Buddhism, and Islam. Novelist Jacqueline Woodson shares a glimpse of her own childhood as a Jehovah’s Witness, while young adult novelist Joyce Carol Thomas takes us into the shivery practice of religious snake handling.

The characters in these short stories are varied, ranging from young children to those at the end of their long life. Adolescent characters play a prominent role throughout the collection. The contemporary settings, smart dialogue, and eternal themes make this an excellent choice for adolescents coming to terms with their own religious feelings.

Tree Girl by T. A. Barron

ISBN: 0-369-23425-x

Like watching a child play happily in the sun, reading this book is a simple and rich pleasure. Young Rowanna, called Anna, has a special connection with nature; she expects the natural world to be kind to her, and it is. Anna has conversations with “Old Master Burt,” the mighty fir tree that she climbs and jokes with; she adopts a weak sparrow that she names Eagle, and the two become inseparable; she romps with Sash, who appears first as a bear cub, then—when Anna badly wants a human playmate, transforms into the form of a boy—and who finally explains that he is actually a tree spirit, and that it is not he, but her perception, that has transformed him from bear cub into boy.

There is only one dark spot in Anna’s life: Master Mellwyn, who has raised her since he found her when she was an abandoned infant, has warned her against traveling into the deep forest. When Mellwyn finds her at The High Willow, he drags her home with him; when in the forest, instead of playful spirits, he sees only fiendish ghouls. Later, when Mellwyn is badly hurt in an accident, Anna chooses to stay with him; her loyalty inspires Mellwyn to reveal the truth to her: she, like Sash, is a tree spirit, and her mother is The High Willow. She chooses to return to the ridge of High Willow to live as a tree spirit, and encourages Mellwyn to visit her there.

This modern legend suggests that, in many ways, our lenses determine how we see the world. I have read few books that address the idea so gently and beautifully.
Totally booked only reads mobi files so that's something to consider as you move forward. However, they share your review everywhere they are on the internet for maximum exposure. Definitely check them out. Mystery/Thriller/Suspense Book Review Blogs: For suspense, thriller and mystery book review blogs, these are your best bet: 1. Jeri’s Book Attic. While primarily a romance review blog on the surface, this website has a lot to offer. These websites will review YA books: 1. Raven and Beez. This two-woman show reviews books in the following genres: fantasy, science-fiction (including steampunk and zombies), young adult, middle-grade, contemporary, dystopian, horror, and a HELL YES to graphic novels (of the mentioned genres). 2. Rachel’s Reading. I not only book blog, but I also write a review column for SDE Magazine to further promote exceptional authors. I love YA, MG, clean romances of any genre, minus erotica, mysteries and thrillers. PG to PG-13 ratings please. I prefer mobi and pdf formats. My favorite genres are mystery, middle-grade YA, realistic fiction, education and parenting. You can submit your file to my email at lisakallenbach@gmail.com. Put in the subject line “KBR Review Request”. Clip & File YA Book Reviews. Mates, Dates, and Inflatable Bras by Kathy Hopkins Pulse, Inc., 2003, 160pp., $4.99. The sometimes graphic nature of the material in this book and the sophisticated subject matter make it a better read for more mature young adults. Katrina Nelson Phoenix, AZ. In his book, Max Barry seems to be making the point that anarchy is not freedom. In a time when characters take the last name of the organization they work for and police forces contract killings, Barry creates a materialistic world where money can buy you everything, except justice. In his world, corpora